HE Walker Memorial movement has been one of the most prominent facts in Technology life for the past two years. The time is fast approaching when the success of the movement will be made visible in the actual construction of the building. At this time, when the final plans for the building are nearing completion, it seems fitting that The Tech should devote one number to the interests of the movement, and the splendid building which is its outcome. Much pains has been taken to procure full and reliable information about the building, and to present it in a form which will be attractive and interesting, and serve as something of a souvenir of the whole movement. The Tech Board has voted to give the proceeds of this special number to the Memorial Fund, and it is hoped that the sales will be deservedly large. For the special advertisements and gifts that have been received we wish to express our sincerest thanks.

There is one thing that we cannot help thinking of in connection with this Walker Memorial movement. It has shown, as hardly anything else could, the feeling of loyalty and devotion of all Technology alumni to their Alma Mater. Is it not about time that the old stereotyped expression, “no college spirit at Tech,” should be sunk forever in oblivion? Where will you find another school for which its graduates have done so much? Was it “lack of college spirit” that prompted a recent class on graduation to contribute five thousand dollars to complete the Gymnasium Fund? Rather ask where else has so much college spirit been shown? We Technology men may not be all that we might when it comes to the outward forms of college enthusiasm and spirit,—we may not all turn out for a football game or athletic meet, but when it comes to a question of real importance, we will back up dear old Technology every time. The Walker Memorial Gymnasium is, first of all, a fitting monument to a true and noble man, but it cannot help being also a lasting witness to the loyalty and love of Technology men to the school which has given them their education and much that is best in their life.